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Approximate pattern matching problem is, given a reference sequence T , a pattern (query) Q, and a maximum allowed error
e, to ﬁnd all the substrings in the reference, such that the edit
distance between the substrings and the pattern is smaller than
or equal to the maximum allowed error. Though it is a wellstudied problem in Computer Science, it gains a resurrection
in Bioinformatics in recent years, largely due to the emergence
of the next-generation high-throughput sequencing technologies.
This thesis contributes in a novel generalized pattern matching
framework, and applies it to solve pattern matching problems
in general and alternative splicing detection (AS) in particular.
AS is to map a large amount of next-generation sequencing short
reads data to a reference human genome, which is the ﬁrst and
an important step in analyzing the sequenced data for further
Biological analysis. The four parts of my research are as follows.
In the ﬁrst part of my research work, we propose a novel
deterministic pattern matching algorithm which applies Agrep,
a well-known bit-parallel matching algorithm, to a truncated
suﬃx array. Due to the linear cost of Agrep, the cost of our
approach is linear to the number of characters processed in the
truncated suﬃx array. We analyze the matching cost theoretically, and obtain empirical costs from experiments. We carry
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out experiments using both synthetic and real DNA sequence
data (queries) and search them in Chromosome-X of a reference
human genome. The experimental results show that our approach achieves a speed-up of several magnitudes over standard
Agrep algorithm.
In the second part, we deﬁne a novel generalized pattern
(query) and a framework of generalized pattern matching, for
which we propose a heuristic matching algorithm. Simply speaking, a generalized pattern is Q1 G1 Q2 ...Qc−1 Gc−1 Qc , which consists of several substrings Qi and gaps Gi occurring in-between
two substrings. The prototypes of the generalized pattern come
from several real Biological problems that can all be modeled as
generalized pattern matching problems. Based on a well-known
seeding-and-extending heuristic, we propose a dual-seeding strategy, with which we solve the matching problem eﬀectively and
eﬃciently. We also develop a specialized matching tool called
Gpattern-match. We carry out experiments using 10,000 generalized patterns and search them in a reference human genome
(hg18). Over 98.74% of them can be recovered from the reference. It takes 1-2 seconds on average to recover a pattern, and
memory peak goes to a little bit more than 1G.
In the third part, a natural extension of the second part, we
model a real biological problem, alternative splicing detection,
into a generalized pattern matching problem, and solve it using a proposed bi-directional seeding-and-extending algorithm.
Diﬀerent from all the other tools which depend on third-party
tools, our mapping tool, ABMapper, is not only stand-alone but
performs unbiased alignments. We carry out experiments using 427,786 real next-generation sequencing short reads data
(queries) and align them back to a reference human genome
(hg18). ABMapper achieves 98.92% accuracy and 98.17% recall
rate, and is much better than the other state-of-the-art tools:
SpliceMap achieves 94.28% accuracy and 78.13% recall rate;
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while TopHat 88.99% accuracy and 76.33% recall rate. When
the seed length is set to 12 in ABMapper, the whole searching and alignment process takes about 20 minutes, and memory
peak goes to a little bit more than 2G.
In the fourth part, we focus on the seeding strategies for
alternative splicing detection. We review the history of seedingand-extending (SAE), and assess both theoretically and empirically the seeding strategies adopted in existing splicing detection tools, including Bowtie’s heuristic and ABMapper’s exact
seedings, against the novel complementary quad-seeding strategy we proposed and the corresponding novel splice detection
tool called CS4splice, which can handle inexact seeding (with
errors) and all 3 types of errors including mismatch (substitution), insertion, and deletion. We carry out experiments using
short reads (queries) of length 105bp comprised of several data
sets consisting of various levels of errors, and align them back to
a reference human genome (hg18). On average, CS4splice can
align 88. 44% (recall rate) of 427,786 short reads perfectly back
to the reference; while the other existing tools achieve much
smaller recall rates: SpliceMap 48.72%, MapSplice 58.41%,
and ABMapper 51.39%. The accuracies of CS4splice are also
the highest or very close to the highest in all the experiments
carried out. But due to the complementary quad-seeding that
CS4splice use, it takes more computational resources, about
twice (or more) of the other alternative splicing detection tools,
which we think is practicable and worthy.
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